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Subject: 122 Waco SRE - Tamiya Black Paint Trim (Part 3)

Web Site: Tandy’s Model Aircraft

Waco SRE
September 11, 2014
The fuselage trim on Waco cabin biplanes generally has the front portion of the cowl ring painted with
a radius to transition into a long narrow stripe down the side of the fuselage as shown below.

Using the paint scheme in the picture above as a guide, the pattern for the fuselage paint trim was
sketched in on the model’s side view drawing below.
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Alfredo Herbon and his brother Nuno from Argentina are master model builders and their color
schemes and model finishes are nothing less than breathtaking as Nuno’s Max Bee below shows.

So several days ago I asked Alfredo about how he and Nuno would develop the paint pattern for the Wac
mask it off. I received the following input from Alfredo:

Tandy:
To avoid multiple paint “steps”, I guess you should paint the black trim in a single operation. I
consulted Nuno about it and we both agree with the following method:
1. As a first step you should place the regular rectilinear masking tape pieces 1, 2, 3 and 4 (
left side ), 3 and 4 ( right side ).
2. Using a piece of a heavy white or any color paper, you make the guide template to bond the
curved part of the trim. Probably for the size of the Waco, you should use a thin good quality
masking tape ( may be 1/4” 3M blue masking tape or similar one ).
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3. That tape mounts over regular straight pieces 1 – 3 and 2 – 4. That is a delicate bonding but
really not so hard to do. Before working on the model, you could practice with the template placed
over a piece of glass or similar material. It is not necessary to make two templates, use the same
one for one side and then the next one.
4. Start at left end and progress clockwise, stretching gently the front edge of the tape, almost
touching the template edge. You will see that making a really good curve is not so difficult to do.
Use the back of your nail once placed as an “iron” to assure a good bonding of the tape to the
surface.
5. The final step should be the paper masking ( if you use spray gun ), or simple paint it with a
good sable brush.
That is the way we do our painted curved edges.
Alfredo.-

Some inexpensive 1/4” red masking tape was used to mask off the back edge of the cowl ring to be
painted as shown below. Blue thread was used as a “tight string” to lay out the center line of the long
strip down the side of the fuselage. Pieces of the 1/4” red masking tape was placed on either side of
the blue string at the front as guides for masking off the 1/2” wide strip with 1/4” Pactra masking
tape as shown below.
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This picture shows the Pactra masking tape used to mask off the fuselage’s side strip with the blue
string in the middle of the strip area to be painted.

Using Alfredo’s paper pattern approach, the radius that transitions from the cowl ring to the side strip w
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masked off with Pactra’s 1/8” masking tape as shown below. Blue tape was cut out and used to prevent
getting paint on the pant outside the 1/8” tape as shown below. The 1/8” tape was then put up against the
back edge of the 1/4” red tape and around the cowl to form the cowl ring area to be painted.

Once the 1/2” side strip was masked off, it looked entirely too wide. :O< So I went back and
completely re-masked the fuselage for a 1/4” wide side strip, which looks much better as shown below.
If you notice, the 1/4” red tape around the cowl has been removed and the Pactra tape overlaid with
blue tape, again to prevent getting paint on the pant outside the thin Pactra masking tape.
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The fuselage’s masked off area shown below was given two coats of clear dope allowing 45 minutes
between coats to seal the masking tape edges.

The earlier experience gained from painting the black trim on the wheel pants revealed that the
Tamiya X-1 black acrylic paint straight from the bottle was a little thick and difficult to smooth out,
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even with a good sable brush. However, the black trim came out OK because it was small area. So a
mixture for the fuselage black trim was made up using 1/3 rd of Tamiya’s X-20A thinner shown below
added to 2/3rd of Tamiya’s X-1 black acrylic paint.

This picture shows the first brushed coat of black trim on the fuselage using a 1/2” sable brush.
Although you cannot see it in the picture, the first coat didn’t cover completely, but it brushed on
quite smoothly.

A second coat of black trim was brushed on and covered completely. It was allowed to dry for about
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an hour. The blue tape was removed first to get it out of the way. Then I started removing the 1/4”
Pactra tape. I stopped at this point and took this close up for you to see the sharp edge left on the
black trim as the Pactra tape is pulled away.

Once all of the Pactra tape was removed, I took this picture of the black trim on the left side of the
fuselage.
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This close up shows how nicely the inside of the cowl’s inlet painted. The shininess of the X-1 black
paint trim will dull down somewhat after the paint dries out over a day or so. This was observed on the
wheel pant black trim. However, the fuselage black trim is glossy because Callie’s black decals are
glossy.

This picture shows the matching trim on the right side of the fuselage………………….Tandy
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